
Two Doctor Percys – Stephen Wealthall

When when I was a young doctor and working in areas of high research I always tried to keep my 
feet on the ground by working with patients as well. One of my most interesting part-time jobs was  
helping in a General Practice on the fringes of the City. The practice had been run since the early  
Nineteen hundreds by  GP father and son. Despite its antiquity the practice was very well-regarded 
and its customers ranged from steelworkers on the fringe of the city, up through the Derbyshire 
Peak farmers, farm workers and rural publicans then literally up to the Duke  in the High Peak.  
Both father and son GP's forenames were Percy, and so one was ofen told by a patient about 
whether they were talking about 'young Dr Percy'(in his sixties) or 'old Dr Percy'(in his eighties).

One of the joys of the practice was that it still had the original buf envelopes for patient records. It  
was fascinating to open an envelope and fnd that the dear old lady you were talking to about her 
joints  had  an  ancient  entry,  in  purple  ink,  dating  from  the  1900s,  stating  that  she  was  the 
illegitimate daughter of the vicar. The buf envelope records ofen revealed a  seething mass of 
relationships which would have produced a long-running TV soap. The practice was also interesting 
in that both father and son both showed  a Yorkshire sense of business management combined  
with instant clinical assessment skills, so had a 'knack' of knowing which patients to spend time  
with and which not. The practice still included quite a lot of private patients although most were 
on the NHS 'panel'.  One of the frst tasks of the day was to walk round the waiting room (no  
appointments then) and Dr Percy would identify those who he thought are malingerers or seeking 
unjustifed sick notes and hootle them out whether private or panel patients. Percy and his father  
had always believed that with the private patients you overcharged those who could really aford it  
and didn't charge anything to the ones who were in straightened circumstances. The Ducal bill was 
always infated to approximately four times the amount you would have expected, and it seems 
that everybody was aware of this 'Robin Hood behavior' and saw nothing wrong with it.

When I was sent to the Ducal Mansion when 'young Dr Percy' was sick I made the mistake of going 
to the front entrance which turned out to be a gross error of etiquete as I was frmly escorted to 
the back entrance by the Butler. It was made very clear to me that in the 1960's GPs were not the 
sort of people who came in the front door, even though paying tourists did!

Although still alive and hale 'old Dr Percy' had  had to be removed from the Medical Register for  
reasons that can only be understood by describing the Practice layout. The Practice still took place 
in the front part of the extensive family home on the City fringes  and it had many modifcations in  
the 1920's to ensure its efcient running . Still in the 60s persisted a 'Speaking Tube' (like to the 
engine  room  of  a  ship)  which  went  from the  front  door  to  the  bedside  table  in  the  master  
bedroom. In previous days when very few people had access to telephones the night emergency 
contact system consisted of the Speaking Tube. Patient's relatives would rush to the Practice front 
door, remove the plug in the Speaking Tube, and blow into it. This activated the Speaking Tube 
Whistle on the bedside table, and then you could talk to the GP and describe the problem. This did 
not always result in Percy's father getng up, and he would sometimes would 'consult' through the 
Speaking Tube giving appropriate advice, ask for the patient to come back the next day or  that he  
would call during morning rounds. On occasion he would diagnose minor problems over the tube 
and drop 2 tablets down the tube - in a container like the ones you used to see in department 
stores for sending money to cashiers. This method of managing the practice at night had gone 
satisfactorily for many years but as 'old Dr Percy' aged, he became a litle indefnite when woken in  
the middle of the night and, just before I joined the practice a problem emerged. It was discovered 
that the tablets, or 'old Dr Percy' were sometimes confused and that tablets of morphine were 



being  down-loaded,  much  to  the  satisfaction  of  the  clients.    Although  there  was  never  any 
complaint  from patients,  news  of  this  unexpected  bonanza  soon  spread,  and the  local  Police 
politely suggested that 'old Dr Percy' should take himself of the Medical Register.

I learned much at this practice in the two years of part-time service both from the patients, and 
both Dr Percys. They were both outstanding men who served their communities all their lives, and 
never  were unavailable to the patient's.  Despite  the lapse  described above,  they provided an 
individualised service and the patients, even the ones who who were pulled out of the waiting 
room,  respected  them  and  kept  coming  back.  I  do  not  think  that  despite  the  advances  in 
technology and pharmacology, the human side of General Practice  ever got beter than that I saw 
with this old-fashioned but caring practice.     Helping 'young Dr Percy' deliver twins by oil-lamp in 
a rural cotage almost cut of by snow, was an experience in caring and technique  I will never 
forget.   

Wherever you are Dr Percys thank you for your services to the community and your teaching of 
me.


